““Dee saw through my exterior and broke it down and found my vulnerability and tenderness. For that I am forever in
her debt. I’m certain the vulnerability she managed to pry out of me, is the reason I’ve managed to get the roles I’ve
gotten so far. ” – Cynthia Erivo (2016 Tony Award Best Actress in a Musical/„The Color Purple“, „Widows“ Steve McQueen)

Film/TV/Theater Scene Study
Dee Cannon

ACTING WORKSHOP
WITH DEE CANNON (UK/USA)

Dee Cannon works in London, Los Angeles and
around the world in film, television, theater and

You want to dive deep into the life of the character

musicals. Her work as an acting coach includes

to be played? Then this workshop is just perfect!

scene work, auditions, readings, monologues,
script breakdowns and character development.

Through improvisations, the previous circumstances,
exercises on the relationship of the character, the

She has worked with well-known contemporary

private moment of the character, animal work,

artists, world-class dancers, journalists,

object exercises and music, we approach the most

screenwriters and business people.

diverse roles.
The workshop supports actors in their imagination,
teaches them to make well-informed decisions, to
define scenic goals for the character, and to deal
with any challenges the material may otherwise
pose to the actor.
At the end of the session, text division and scene
rehearsals lead to a scene.

DETAILS
Where: Berlin
Date: 02.-13.09.2019 (10 Days)
(07+08.09.19 no class!)
10:00 am - 5:30 pm
Each class is limited to 16 Participants
Please contact us for more details.
about the content, fees funding and
installment payment opportunities.

"I trained with Dee Cannon at RADA I remember her acting classes as spaces of emotional freedom and technical
discipline. She challenged us as students to be fearless and precise in our explorations and expressions of emotional
truth. ” – Tom Hiddlestone!
Application and further information:
https://www.schott-acting-studio.de/ - kontakt@schott-acting-studio.de - +49 173 6165 088
Facebook: @SchottActingStudio - Instagram: schott_acting_studio

